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ABSTRACT 

Spatial load forecasting is the precondition and 

foundation of power system planning. With the 

requirement of lean management of power system, the 

inaccurate spatial load forecasting makes the actual 

maximum load of the residential area not match the 

reported capacity. Some areas have become light load and 

the remaining intervals are seriously less, while other 

areas have overloaded, causing waste to the city's public 

grid resources, failing to achieve reasonable optimal 

allocation of grid resources. This paper proposes a spatial 

load forecasting method based on big data mining 

technology. Firstly, big data collection and multi-source 

data fusion were carried out, and sample collections were 

constructed based on python and the electric power 

enterprise. Then K-means clustering algorithm is used to 

cluster the load samples, and the geographic location, 

commercial and residential area and building area are 

selected as the clustering elements. The historical load 

characteristics of the residential area are obtained 

according to the classified historical data of the residential 

area after clustering. The logistic function is used to 

predict the release characteristic curve of residential area 

load. The least squares fitting is used to determine the 

values of unknown coefficients k, a and b, and the model 

of load development law is established. Finally, the 

influence of factors such as geographical location, floor 

area ratio and occupancy rate on load development is 

analyzed by rough set information entropy theory. The 

proposed method is used to predict the spatial load of 

urban residential area in a certain area and the results 

show that the proposed method can improve the accuracy 

of load forecasting. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the continuous development of the national economy, 
China's urbanization level and the quality of life of 
residents have been improved, and the urban economic 
structure has undergone significant changes. More and 
more people have entered urban, and the load of the city 
has increased significantly, which put forward higher 
requirements for urban power grid planning and design. 
Load forecasting is the premise and basis of distribution 
network planning. Load forecasting is divided into total 
load forecasting and spatial load forecasting [1]. Spatial 

load forecasting quantitatively illustrates the geographical 
distribution and quantity of urban load in the future [2]. 
Spatial load forecasting can not only obtain the change of 
future load, but also know the spatial distribution of load. 
For urban power grids, spatial load forecasting is one of 
the most important basic tasks of power grid planning. 
Inaccurate space load forecasting does not match the actual 
maximum load of the urban residential area with the 
reported capacity. As a result, some areas in the city are 
lightly loaded and the number of remaining intervals is 
seriously less, while the occurrence of overload in other 
areas occurs, which causes waste to the urban public power 
grid resources and fails to achieve the rational optimal 
allocation of power grid resources. Therefore, it is 
necessary to carry out spatial load forecasting for urban 
residential area. 
Domestic and foreign scholars have proposed many 
methods in the prediction of space load in residential area. 
Reference [3] built an experimental platform based on big 
data for residential electricity behavior analysis and load 
forecasting using Spark technology，on which clustering 
and load prediction experiments of residential power load 
curve were conducted. A spatial load forecasting method 
that takes into account the degree of cell development was 
proposed in [4]. In the power GIS, the cell is generated, 
and the saturation value of the total classified load density 
is first obtained, and then the degree of cell development 
of the intra-classified load density is found. Literature [5] 
established a detailed inference model for the evaluation 
of the advantages and disadvantages of area land use and 
the evaluation of the suitability of land use in the high 
decomposition state of urban land. The literature [6], a new 
reasoning method based on fuzzy logic is proposed, which 
can consider the importance weight of inference premise 
and the uncertainty and inaccuracy factors such as 
observing facts and rule knowledge under the condition of 
incomplete knowledge. Literature [1] reviewed the history 
of the development of space power load forecasting 
technology, and systematically summarized the existing 
methods and principles of spatial load forecasting. The 
management of power systems has changed from 
extensive to lean, and traditional load forecasting has been 
unable to meet the requirements of power system planning. 
Therefore, SLF has become a hot research topic. Reference 
[7] presents a review of the different spatial load 
forecasting techniques developed in the last 10 years, 
focusing particularly on the evolution of the required input 
data, as well as some insights on how current and future 
technologies could be used to improve spatial load 
forecasting practices. In [8] a new method, based on 
regularity analysis of cellular load, is presented to 
determine the reasonable maximum of the load density 
index method of spatial load forecasting. However, due to 
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Chinese national conditions, a Logistic load forecast 
model for residential power consumption is given in [9]. 
In [10], a new selecting load density method is presented 
by using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation in this paper. In 
[11], three  advanced methods  of  forecasting  have  been  
investigated  for  this purpose,  the Autoregressive  
Integrated  Moving Average model,  Artificial  Neural  
Networks   and Support  Vector  Machines. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
describe the basic theory. The experimental methods and 
results are provided in following session. Finally, we 
conclude this paper discussing the overall findings of the 
work done. 

BASIC THEORY OF SPATIAL LOAD 

FORECASTING METHOD  

Construction of the load sample collection of 

residential area 

The construction of the residential load sample set mainly 

includes power internal data and power external data. The 

internal data of the electric power is mainly collected by 

the internal data platform marketing MIS and the electric 

mining system. The internal data of the power mainly 

includes the historical load data and the reported capacity. 

At the same time, external power data is mainly through 

open source information collection technology. The 

external data related to the power consumption in the 

power user data mainly includes user geographic 

information, such as coordinates, area, development 

period, floor area ratio, and occupancy rate of the 

community. Most of this data falls into the category of 

open source information and is available online from open 

source web maps and open source websites. In this paper, 

the application programming interface (API) provided by 

Baidu map and the web crawler function of Python are 

used to program and complete the screening and collection 

of power related external data of urban power users. 

Beautiful Soup function of Python is used to dynamically 

select the webpage content. Regular expressions are used 

to screen out the factors related to power load in the 

residential information. Detailed external data of 

residential areas in urban districts are obtained in batch. 

Analysis of residential area samples based on 

clustering algorithm 

Cluster analysis is an unsupervised learning, which 

classifies similar objects into the same cluster. The more 

similar the objects in the cluster are, the better the 

clustering effect will be. K-means algorithm is one of the 

most commonly used clustering algorithms. K-means is an 

algorithm for discovering k clusters of a given data set. 

Each cluster described by its centroid, which is the cluster 

center of all points. In the case of a given k value and k 

initial cluster center points, each point is divided into 

clusters represented by the nearest cluster center point. 

After all points are allocated, according to all points within 

a class cluster to recalculate the center of the cluster, and 

then iterate through the steps of assigning points and 

updating the cluster center point until the cluster center 

point changes little or reaches the specified number of 

iterations. 

Assume that a given data sample X contains n objects, X 

= {X1, X2, X3,..., Xn} , where each object has attributes of 

m dimensions. The goal of the K-means algorithm is to 

aggregate n objects into the specified k clusters according 

to the similarity between objects. Each object only belongs 

to a class cluster with the smallest distance from the center 

of the class cluster. For K-means, firstly, initialize k cluster 

centers{C1, C2, C3,..., Ck}, and then calculate the Euclidean 

distance from each object to each cluster center, as shown 

in the following equation. 
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Where, Xi represents the i-th object, 1 i n  , iC

represents the j-th cluster center, 1 j k  , and itX

represents the t-th attribute of the i-th object, 1 t m  ,

jtC  represents t-th attributes of the j-th cluster center. The 

distances of each object to each cluster center are 

compared in turn, and the objects are assigned to the 

clusters of the nearest cluster center to obtain k clusters 

{S1,S2,S3,...,Sk}. 

The K-means algorithm defines the prototype of the cluster 

with the center. The cluster center is the mean of all the 

objects in the cluster, and its calculation formula is as 

follows: 
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In the formula, lC represents the center of the l-th cluster,

1 l k  , lS  represents the number of objects in the l-th 

cluster, iX  represents the i-th object in the l-th cluster, 

1 li S  . 

Logistic curve model 

The Logistic curve is derived from the study of populations 

in biology [12]. It is a nonlinear prediction model that 

characterizes the variation of the dependent variable with 

time. The cumulative distribution curve of the Logistic 

curve is S-shaped. The mathematical model is as follow: 
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Where, k is the capacity, also known as the saturation 

value, a and b are constants. The saturation value is 

introduced when the logistic curve is used to fit the load 

density development law, mainly to reduce the obvious 

misjudgment of the load density in the process of mutual 

transformation between high-speed growth and low-speed 

growth. Therefore, the saturation value of the load density 

is first solved, and combined with the historical value of 

the load density, the values of the unknown coefficients a 

and b are determined by least square fitting. Finally, the 
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model of the load development law is established and a 

classification load development curve is generated. In this 

paper, the release characteristics of the residential area are 

considered, the ratio A between the maximum load and the 

loading capacity is selected as the research object, and A 

is defined as the demand coefficient, as shown in the 

following equation 

maxP
A

S
                                  (4) 

Where, A is the demand coefficient, 
maxP is the maximum 

load and S is the loading capacity 

Rough set theory 

The purpose of correlation analysis is to extract the 

influence of factors such as residential location, floor area 

ratio, occupancy rate and other factors on the load 

development of the residential area from the big data of 

power distribution. Based on the rough set theory, this 

paper studies the correlation between the building age, 

location, commercial and residential ratio, volume ratio 

and other factors of the residential area and the load 

characteristic index, and analyzes the change rule and 

development trend of residential electricity load. 

Theoretical principle 

Rough set theory is a very effective tool for data mining of 

discrete attributes. It can effectively analyze various 

incomplete information, discover the hidden knowledge 

behind a large amount of data, reveal the importance of 

conditional attributes to decision attributes, and delete 

redundant or irrelevant attributes. Rough set theory is 

based on indistinguishable relationships. Give the 

equivalent relation S of the domain U and U, if P S  and 

P   , then P  is still an equivalence relation of the 

domain U, which is called the indistinguishable 

relationship, recorded as ( )IND P , As shown below 

( ),[ ] [ ] [ ]IND P P R
R P
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               (5) 

Then, ( )/ ( ) {[ ] | }IND PU IND P x x U   represents 

the knowledge related to the equivalence relationship of 

( )IND P . Let P and Q be divided into X and Y on the 

domain U, where: 
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1 2/ ( ) { , ,..., }mY U IND Q Y Y Y                (7) 

Defining the information entropy H(P) of knowledge P: 
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Define the conditional entropy ( | )H Q P  of knowledge P 

relative to knowledge Q: 
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Defining mutual information ( ; )I P Q about knowledge P 

and Q  

( ; ) ( ) ( | )I P Q H Q H Q P                    (10) 

In order to compare the degree of correlation between 

different variables, the concept of generalized correlation 

coefficient based on normalized mutual information (the 

entropy correlation coefficient) is defined as follows: 

( ; )

( ) ( )
PQ

I P Q
I
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                      (11) 

When 1PQI  , it means that P and Q are completely 

related. When 0PQI  , it means that P and Q are 

completely independent. 

Correlation analysis 

Firstly, the entropy correlation coefficient between each 

factor and the load index is calculated. By comparing the 

correlation threshold, the factor with the entropy 

correlation coefficient of the load release index exceeding 

the relevance threshold is selected as the main factor. The 

main factors selected may also have strong correlation 

with each other, resulting in redundancy between them. 

Therefore, the entropy correlation coefficient between 

these main factors should be calculated, and then a 

correlation between major factors should be established. 

The threshold is used to screen out the factors in which 

redundancy occurs. 

CASE ANALYSIS 

This paper takes the residential area of a certain city in 

Henan Province of China as the research object. Firstly, it 

crawls the open source website through Python and obtains 

the external information of the residential area. In this 

paper, a total of 251 residential communities were crawled, 

mainly including external information such as 

geographical location, residential area, building area, 

commercial area, occupancy rate, commercial and 

residential proportion, and resident composition. Then, the 

historical load data of the residential area and the reported 

capacity are obtained by the electric power enterprise. The 

information of some residential areas crawled by Python is 

shown in Appendix A. 

The K-Means algorithm is used to cluster the residential 

area. The above seven factors were selected as the 

clustering factors. The clustering results are shown in Fig.1. 

 
Fig. 1 load clustering results of residential areas 
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A typical residential area load is selected from four types 

of area. Considering the curve characteristics of the load 

release characteristics of the residential area in practice, 

the ratio of load to capacity is selected as the change factor 

of the release characteristics. The load release 

characteristic curve of the residential area is generated 

according to the typical historical load data of the four 

types of residential area. The load release characteristic 

curve is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Load release characteristic curve 

According to the Logistic curve, the least squares fitting is 

used to determine the values of the unknown coefficients 

k, a and b, and the model of the load development law is 

established. The curve of the least squares fit is shown in 

Fig.3, and the different classifications are finally obtained. 

The parameters of the s-shaped curve of the residential 

area are shown in Table 1. 

 
Fig.3 Graph based on least squares fit 

 

Table 1 Parameters of different residential plots 

Parameters 

Classification 

k a b 

A  0.4304 8.3426     0.5976 

B 0.3789  14.3308     0.6895 

C 0.3366  13.4541     0.5869 

D 0.3033  15.7531     0.5907 

It can be seen from the above table that different residential 

area types correspond to different values, and future 

residential communities can be selected by different s-

shaped curves when performing the reporting capacity 

selection. For residential areas with a small proportion of 

reported capacity, the remaining intervals can be 

redistributed and the rational use of resources has been 

achieved. 

The decision table is compiled from the data, including 

two decision attributes: load/capacity (Y1), load density 

(Y2, MW/km2), and 7 condition attributes: geographic 

location (X1), built-in age (X2, year), floor area ratio (X3), 

occupancy rate (X4,%), commercial ratio (X5,%), resident 

composition (X6), building area (X7, km2). Using the 

rough set information entropy theory analysis, the 

correlation coefficient between each condition attribute Xi 

(i = 1, 2,..., 14) and the decision attributes Y1, Y2 is 

calculated. The results are shown in Table 2 and Fig4. 

Table 2  Correlation coefficient 
Conditional 

attribute 
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 

Correlati

on 

coefficie

nt 

Y

1 

0.6

7 

0.5

9 

0.5

1 

0.3

7 

0.4

2 

0.5

4 

0.2

5 

Y

2 

0.3

9 

0.2

6 

0.1

9 

0.2

3 

0.3

6 

0.3

9 

0.3

0 

Fig. 4  Correlation analysis 

It can be seen from the results that the entropy correlation 

coefficient between the geographic location (X1) and the 

resident composition (X6) exceeds 0.8, indicating that 

there is redundancy between the two factors, and the 

entropy correlation coefficient with the decision attribute 

is X1> X6. Therefore, the relatively redundant condition 

attribute resident composition (X6) is screened out. 

In summary, the built-in age of the residential areas, the 

location of the area, the proportion of commercial and 

residential are important factors affecting the release of 

load, followed by factors such as plot ratio and resident 

composition. Thus, the geographical location, construction 

period and building age of the residential area are the main 

factors affecting the load release of the residential area. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, open source information is applied to 

residential area load forecasting, and a residential spatial 

load forecasting method based on big data technology is 

proposed to improve the utilization of power resources in 

urban residential areas. The method first uses Python to 
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carry out big data collection and multi-source data fusion, 

and crawls the information of urban residential 

communities through Python to construct a multi-source 

data sample set. Through the K-means clustering 

algorithm to get the best clustering results. The Logistic 

function is used to predict the release characteristic curve 

of the residential area load, and the model of load 

development law is established. The geographical location, 

construction period and building age of the residential area 

are the main factors affecting the load release of the 

residential area. The method proposed in this paper can 

effectively predict the spatial load of urban residential 

communities, realize the optimal allocation of power 

resources, and provide theoretical basis and theoretical 

basis for distribution network planning. 
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Appendix A   Partial Residential Area Information

 

Residential Area Name Floor Area / 

Square Meter 

Volume 

Rate 

Total 

Houses 

Longitude Latitude Building 

Age 

隆基泰和·铂悦山 106481 2.49 1941 113.7898 34.054415 2008 

水岸香榭花园 41333 1.83 394 113.8062 34.040057 2009 

天展明珠港 28452 2.98 480 113.812 34.042809 2009 

德鸿·迎宾府 81550 2.99 null 113.8097 34.040596 2012 

宏伟·西雅图 74704 3.43 2480 113.8184 34.037604 2013 

鼎鑫运河鑫城 26407 2.9 591 113.7961 34.032519 2016 

百瑞·泓城 66700 2.92 2000 113.7875 34.031202 2015 

益和雅居 13986 2.5 281 113.7875 34.031202 2015 

卓建·水岸金城 69803 2.6 1600 113.8036 34.027432 2012 

馨景花园 14923 3.27 420 113.8042 34.030394 2016 

汇润·印象 46666 2.93 1300 113.8202 34.036587 2017 

豫中桂园 100000 3.19 null 113.8242 34.042181 2008 

南邦壹号 7400 3.31 182 113.822 34.04604 2012 

福兴花园 25428 2.94 448 113.8149 34.028614 2000 

物华·溪悦 16316 2.98 371 113.812 34.028465 2011 

中梁·西都府 62670 2.98 1423 113.8166 34.025144 2014 


